
WORD ANALYSIS
Ayah 153-162

Ayah 153

Yaa Ayyuha--Harf Nida'○

Why is 'Ayyuha' here? Because it is a more alerting address, 'ha' is here to continue the flow and connect the two words. 1. To make the nidaa' 
more strong 2. To make the pronunciation easier. 

○

Singular of allatheena--allathi. Femnine--allati > Referred to as ism mowsul (from wow-saud-lam: wasl--to connect). The function of these words 
is to join the words that come before and after. 

○

                              Oh those who, they believe. •

Root: 'Ayn-wow-noon: 'Aun--help of any kind. To seek help. ○

Root: Sad-ba-ra: Sabr--to stop, control, self-control. To control oneself on the obedience of Allah, to keep oneself firm. ○

Root: Sad-lam-wow: Salah--ritual prayer. ○

                                     You all seek help with patience and prayer •

Plural of saabir--one who does sabr. ○

'Ma'--with. Allah is with them. Meaning Allah is there to help and support them. Used in two ways 1. To be with someone physically. 2. To be 
with someone morally, "We are with you". Tangible and intangible. Thoughts, prayers, etc. Allah's support and mercy are with them, He will help 
them. 

○

Saabir--one who does sabr. The noun form is used and when the noun is used, it shows that such a person does the action a lot, so muc h so that it 
becomes a part of him. Ex: She is eating vs. She is an eater.   

○

                            Indeed Allah is with those who endure with patience. •

Ayah 154

Root: Qaf-wow-lam: Qowl--to speak○

Root: Qaf-ta-lam: Qatl--to kill, murder○

                                And do not, you all say for who, he is killed•

Don't say to the one who has been killed in the way of Allah, that he is dead. Don't consider them to be dead, gone, finished . ○

Root: Meem-wow-ta: Maatayamutu, Plural of Maayit--to die○

                          In way, Allah, that they are ones who are dead•

'Bal' negates the previous and affirms the following. ○

Root: Ha-ya-ta: Hayaat--life. Ahyaa--plural of Hayy' ○

Root: Sheen-'ayn-ra: Shu'oor--to perceive something through ones senses. Also applies to knowing the fine details of something. Sha'ar--hair, hair 
is very fine. 

○

We do not realize how they are alive. This is known to Allah. ○

                                      Rather,  ones who are alive. But not you realize.•

Ayah 155

When la comes with the meaning of 'surely,' a qasm is implied. Further, the noon mushaddada in nabbluwanna, adds on another 'certainly'.○

Root: Ba-laam-wow: Balayablu; balaa--a difficult test, exposure to hardship.  ○

Root: Sheen-ya-hamza: Sha'aa--he willed. We are always willing to get more things.  ○

                            And surely (implies a qasm--oath), We are definitely going to test you (without a doubt, you will be tested) with something. •

Root: Kha-wow-fa: Khawf--fear of the future, can be from something that is small as well like a spider or insects. ○

Root: Jeem-wow-'ayn: Joo'--hunger, feeling of weakness or discomfort due to lack of food.  ○

                          From the fear and the hunger•

Root: Noon-qaf-sad: loss, decrease, to reduce something. ○

Root: Meem-wow-laam: Amwaal--plural of maal. ○

                          And loss from the wealth•

Root: Noon-fa-seen: Nafs, Anfus (plural)○

You will suffer loss of life through death and disease. ○

'Naqs' connected to all three: wealth, lives, fruits. All these difficulties will definitely occur. ○

                         And the lives and the fruits•

Root: Ba-sheen-ra: Bashr--the kind of happiness, excitement that is seen on the face. ○

                       And good news to those who are patient. •

Ayah 156

Root: Sad-wow-ba: Sowb-- literally means to hit the mark. When an arrow hits the target, it did not make there by chance, rather it was meant to 
land there. Yuseebu--when something reaches where it must reach, where it is meant to reach. Not an accident. Allah 'azzawajal allowed it, 
decreed it. Qadr Allah. 

○

                     
                 Those who (connected to previous statement, explaining who are the sabireen) when it reached them a Museebah (misfortune)•

Root: Ra-jeem-'ayn: Ruju'--ones who return. ○

                                                They say (immediately), Indeed we for Allah (we belong to Allah) and indeed we to him ones who return. •

Ayah 157

Root: Sad-lam-wow: Salawat (plural), also means to praise someone. Salawatu wassalam 'ala rasulillah. ○

                                            Those upon them, blessings from their Rabb. •

Root: Ha-daal-ya: Hidayah--guidance. ○

'ta' in ihtidaa here adds the meaning of accepting and internalizing the guidance. ○

The word muhtadoon is used because it's one thing to know and it’s a different matter to internalize and apply what you know. ○

                                           And mercy and those they, those who are rightly guided. •

Ayah 158
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Ayah 158

Root: Saud-fa-alif (with a ta marbuta): Safaat (plural)--a rocky, tough hill on which nothing grows, completely barren. Al Safa'--proper names of 
hill east of the Ka'aba, part of Jabl Abi Qubays. Marwa is something very soft. It is the peak of Mount Qu'ay Qa'aan. 

○

Root: Sheen-'ayn-ra: Sha'eera (plural)--a place or an action that informs of something else. Gives you shu'oor of something else. Refers to the 
places, times, actions that inform you/remind you of the deen of Allah. (ex: masajids, adhaan, mountains,etc.)

○

                                             Indeed Al Safa' and Al Marwa from symbols of Allah. •

Root: Ha-jeem-jeem: Hajj--to aim, intend something. Intend for the journey ○

Root: 'Ayn-meem-ra: 'Umrah--literally means to visit. 'Umrah is what keeps Masjid al Haraam populated year round. ○

                                      So whoever, he performs Hajj of the house or he performed Umrah. •

Root: Jeem-noon-ha: Janaah--means wing. Used for the side of something just as a wing is on the side of something. Here it is used for sin. When 
a person sins, he inclines to one side, leaves the moderate way, goes off track, becomes unbalanced. 

○

                       So not any sin upon him•

Root: Ta-wow-fa: Tawaaf--to go around. Here it is not used in its technical meaning of going around the Ka'aba, here it is used for Sa'ee○

                      That he does tawaf between the two. •

Root: Ta-wow-'ayn: T'ow--to do something willingly, voluntarily. Opposite of karhan. ○

Refers to nafl acts of worship. ○

                      And whoever, he did voluntarily good •

Root: Sheen-kaf-ra: Shukr--gratitude. When used for Allah, it means He is appreciative of the actions. How does Allah appreciate? He rewards 
manifold. 

○

                            Indeed Allah, One who is appreciative and One who is knowing. •

Ayah 159

                          Indeed those who, they conceal (katama--to hide deliberately)•

Root: Ba-ya-noon: Bayyinah--a clear proof, evidence. ○

                                  What We have sent down from the clear proofs•

Huda here refers to ilmun nafi'--beneficial knowledge. ○

                                     And the guidance from after that We have clearly explained it •

The Bayyinaat and the Huda are in the revealed Book. They hide these clear descriptions, proofs, ayaat. ○

                         For the people in the Book •

Root: Lam-'ayn-noon: La'na:--curse. When Allah sends his la'ana on someone or a group, it means that they are far, far removed from the mercy 
of Allah. They cannot be close to Allah or have a good position near Him. 

○

                           Those, He curses them, Allah. •

Plural of Laa'in. This can refer to different khalq of Allah. For example the malaaikah, jinns, and ins may pray for Allah's curse to be on that 
person or group. 

○

                            And He curses them, those who curse. •

Ayah 160

These people used to hide before, but they repented ○

Islaah--to fix something, to reform something after it has been corrupted. ○

                                     Except those who they repented (don't conceal anymore), and they have reformed.•

                                             And they explain clearly (the ayaat) so those, I turn in mercy upon them•
                             And I the greatest accepter of repentance, the especially merciful. •

Ayah 161

                      Indeed those who, they disbelieved•
                          And they died while they are disbelievers •
                                   Those upon them, curse of Allah•

Root: Jeem-meem-'ayn: Jam'--to gather.○

                                      And the Angels and the people, all together. •

Ayah 162

Root: Kha-fa-fa: Yukhaffaf-to be light. The intensity, time, amount, punishment will not be reduced○

Root: Noon-dha-ra: Indhaar--to give time. Can also come for nadhr--they will not even be looked at. ○

                                                                       Ones abiding eternally in it (the curse) not it will be lightened from them, the punishment. And not will they be 
given respite

•

TAFSEER

Ayah 153
                                                                                       

      

O you who have believed, seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed, Allah is with the patient.

Out of all the qualities man may possess, Iman is the best quality because he has recognized Allah. After having Iman, man can do other acts of 
righteousness. 

•

When we hear these words, we should be alert because Allah is speaking to us. •
Man has been created weak. Wakhuliqal insanu dha'eefa. Allah is giving us a solution here for when we are in difficult situations. •
Seek help through patience and prayer. Turn to Allah immediately and directly. We say this in Al-Fatiha 17+ times a day. •
What is Sabr: to control yourself, self-restraint. •
A person cannot be grateful of Allah unless he has patience. Need shukr and sabr side by side. They are two wings of a bird. Famous hadith: 'How 
fortunate is the affair of the believer.." 

•

Notice that sabr is mentioned before salaah. Why? Because sabr is more difficult and to make salaah,we need sabr. •
He who wants to be patient, Allah will make them patience. The help, support of Allah is with the sabireen, the patient. •

Patience is a sign of Iman. When a difficulty occurs, this person seeks help through the right means. He does not complain, a ccepts the decree of 
Allah. 

○

Also has yaqeen that Allah's help will come. Reflects on Allah's wisdom.○

Patience is very important because there is no other way out. 1. Person can get angry, agitated but that only makes the situa tion worse. 2. Sabr. 
Accepting the situation, not complaining, realizing it is a test. 

○
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Accepting the situation, not complaining, realizing it is a test. 
○

Hadith: Remember that there is much good in bearing with patience that which you dislike, and that victory comes with patienc e and with patience 
comes a way out and with difficulty comes ease. 

○

Surah Zumar Ayah 10: Indeed the patient will be given reward without count. ○

Two types of Ma'iyyah: 1. Allah is with everyone with His knowledge (generic) 2. Allah's help and support is for the believer s. ○

Salah aids in Sabr. Whenever the Prophet (S) was in any difficulty, he would haste to pray. ○

Salatul Haajaa: Pray and make du'a. Make du'a in sujood. Only with his permission the harm came and with his permission, the harm can be 
removed. 

○

Ayah 154
                                                                                              
And do not say about those who are killed in the way of Allah , "They are dead." Rather, they are alive, but you perceive [it] not.

The greatest calamity to touch a person is death. A practical example of Sabr is being given here. •
Never say words of negativity or complaint when a calamity strikes. •
The death of the martyrs is different. Allah says, they are alive! Surah Ale Imran Ayah 161•
Hadith: Their souls are inside green birds, roaming freely in Jannah. •
Death: 1. Complete death 2. Different kind of death for the martyr, soul is dealt with differently. •

The one who dies in the way of Allah is a martyr. Who is a shaheed? Who fights so the word of Allah is exalted. Other levels of shaheed as well: 
dying from stomach ailment, during birth, etc. 

○

Proof of life of martyrs, we cannot say they are dead○

Reward for the martyr is great ○

Man should refrain from using negative words even in extremely difficult times. ○

Alhumdulillah 'ala kulli hal○

Lessons: •

Ayah 155
                                                                                                                             

And We will surely test you with something of fear and hunger and a loss of wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient,

You are in this world so you will surely be tested. Surah Mulk Ayah 2•

Something big or small of fear○

Hunger. No money to buy food, not being able to eat due to ailment, etc.○

And a loss of wealth. Cash, animals included. ○

○ Lives. Disease or death

○ Fruits. Earth stops producing. Also refers to children. 

Man will be tested in 5 areas: masaa ibil khamsa: •

• Give glad tidings to the one who is patient through such trials. 

• Calamities also come to those who are most beloved to Allah. 

• When one is patient, accepts Allah's decree and is content with Allah, Allah is content with him. But when a person is discontent with Allah, Allah 
sends His wrath upon them. 

Ayah 156
                                                                                     
Who, when disaster strikes them, say, "Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will return."

Why should we complain when everything belongs to Allah to begin with•

○ Impatience: Lowest: Person becomes angry, expresses angry 

○ Sabr: Person controls his emotions, tongue. Ex: When Ibrahim passed away Muhammad (S) said "The eyes shed tears and the heart is saddened 
but we only do that which pleases our Lord. Indeed oh Ibrahim, we are grieved of your departure from us"

○ Ridaa': Person is pleased with the decree of Allah. Heart is content. Radheetubillah Rabba

○ Shukr: Person is thankful to Allah. Allahumma ajirni fi museebati wakhlufli kharan minha. Hopes for better, trusts in Allah. Thankful that Allah 
tested you now instead of taking account of you in the hereafter. 

• Sabr has 4 degrees:

Ayah 157
                                                                                       
Those are the ones upon whom are blessings from their Lord and mercy. And it is those who are the [rightly] guided.

• SubhanAllah, Allah praises the Sabiroon Himself to the angels. Allah gives them reward in this life. Allah envelops them in His mercy

• Doesn't matter if the calamity is big or small. Once the Prophets' lamp blew out and he said the same as above. 

• The Sabiroon are the Muhtadoon. 

Ayah 158
                                                                                                                                                                                

Indeed, as-Safa and al-Marwah are among the symbols of Allah . So whoever makes Hajj to the House or performs 'umrah - there is no blame upon him 
for walking between them. And whoever volunteers good - then indeed, Allah is appreciative and Knowing.

• Two mountains on the eastern side of the Ka'aba. Wajib to do sa'ii between the two. 

• Why does Allah say there is no blame for the sa'ii while the hadith says sa'ii is wajib. The polytheists placed two idols on the two mountains and after 
Prophethood, the companions were concerned that the sa'ii would be in remembrance of the idols, so Allah says there is no blame for walking between 
the two. Goes back to the time of Ibrahim (AS) when Hajar (AS) went back and forth 7 times. 

• Story of Sarah and the King of Egypt at that time. He became paralyzed

• Story of Hajar--practical example of patience. 

• Allah does not waste the good actions of the believers. 

• How is Allah Shaakir--He appreciates. 

Ayah 159
                                                                                                                                                                            

Indeed, those who conceal what We sent down of clear proofs and guidance after We made it clear for the people in the Scripture - those are cursed by 
Allah and cursed by those who curse,

• Hiding knowledge is a great crime. 

•
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• The scholars of the Jews, Bani Israel are being spoken about. What did they hide? Concealed the description of the Prophet (S). 

• Allah sent the Book for the people and they concealed it from the people. Also changed it. 

• In general terms, this ayah applied to those who hide knowledge. 

○ Through the tongue. You see something wrong but you remain quiet or someone asks you a question but you don't answer for any reason, maybe 
thinking that they'll be at the same level as you. "The one is asked about something and he conceals his knowledge will be ma de to wear a briddle 
of fire on Qiyama". Can postpone answer, like for a child. 

• How can one hide knowledge:

• Share your knowledge with others! :)

Ayah 160
                                                                                                             
Except for those who repent and correct themselves and make evident [what they concealed]. Those - I will accept their repentance, and I am the 
Accepting of repentance, the Merciful.

• If one concealed knowledge in the passed and realized this mistake--1. Repent to Allah a. Sincerity b. Regret c. Stops doing it d. Never return to it e. 
make Taubah before his final breath 2. Islaah. Try to fix mistake 3. Open tell others, share knowledge. 

Ayah 161
                                                                                                                       
Indeed, those who disbelieve and die while they are disbelievers - upon them will be the curse of Allah and of the angels and the people, all together,

• Angels curse because they only do what pleases Allah. The believers will curse the disbelievers and the disbelievers will curse each other

• The one who denies Allah's existence, the punishment for him is curse from all sides. He is away, deprived of Allah's mercy

• Surah Baqarah Ayah 217--whoever reverts and dies as a disbeliever, their deeds are worthless. 

Ayah 162
                                                                       

Abiding eternally therein. The punishment will not be lightened for them, nor will they be reprieved.

• Surah Naba-- the punishment will only increase

• No break for even a singly moment. 

• Surah Ghafir Ayah 49-50: Ask Allah to lighten the punishment for just one day. 

• SubhanAllah, they know Allah is displeased with them so they only ask to lighten the punishment for one day. 
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